Groping Incidents Near Campus Apartments

In the past six days, there have been two reported incidents of groping. In both cases, a male groped the groin of females, over their clothing, as they were walking on Linden Street, near the Falkirk Apartments.

The first happened on January 12\textsuperscript{th}, at 7:10 pm. The suspect walked towards the victim and, as he approached her, reached out and grabbed her groin over her clothing. The victim screamed, and the suspect ran off as she did so.

The second incident happened on January 17\textsuperscript{th}, at 6:58 pm. In this incident, the suspect approached the victim as she was walking in or near the Falkirk Apartments. The suspect grabbed the victim’s groin, again over her clothing, and ran off when the victim confronted him.

In both incidents the suspect was described as a Black Male adult in his late 20’s, about 5’10” tall with a thin build. He was seen wearing a light brown, short sleeve shirt and dark pants in one incident; no description of his clothing was given in the other incident.

The UCPD reminds everyone to be vigilant in light of these incidents and to remain aware of your surroundings when walking, both at night and during the day. If you have any information regarding these crimes, please contact UCPD at (951) 827-5222.